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Abstract -The measuring of circle object in industries beam
gauge is used. It is for measuring internal and external
diameterof the work piece. Limitation of this gauge on
measuring is difficult to handle, little costlier with lesser life
span less user friendly and high capital cost by inventors. To
overcome this limitation, we have chosen materials,
concentrate don weight, reduce the cost and making it ideal
for shop floor environments and also with increased life
span.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Beam gauge is a measuring device used in
industries.Itis a device which is used to measure the
dimensions of a circular structure. Normally used beam
gauges are considered to be costly and a little heavier. We
have tried to rectify the drawbacks of the normally used
beam gauge. Beam gauges are used rapidly in industries.
It easily gets damaged and has to be replaced .It normally
costs higher than other gauges, so industries has to invest
certain amount of investment. Our project is about
designing the beam gauge by using alternate materials.It
will help the industries to reduce certain investment. This
project is also to improve its continuous handling.

Fig. 1. BEAM GAUGE

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
[1]Milton Barnes and Warsaw et al discussedthe
physically worked measure for the synchronous
measurement of two orthogonal distances across of a
circularpart. The measure involves four interestingly
molded bars all pivotalassociated together around four
parallel rotate tomahawks, the bars organized to encase a
measurement or work space into which the circular part to
be estimated might be brought. Two principle arms are
rotate , capably joined toward one side and each is
furnished with a couple of orthographically situated
contact surfaces at the other end, the contact surfaces
adjusted to accurately move with their particular arms
about the arm-Pivot in Order to catch a circular part
between them.
[2] Neil B. Kimerer et al discussed about
Unveiled is a bar strain check to quantify strain in a
material which joins the hypothesis of bar mechanics
furthermore, the utilization of a full Wheatstone connect
circuit. In all cases the pillar or bars utilized are not
appended straightforwardly to the material to be
estimated, subsequently making the bar or shafts harsh to
transverse strain. The utilization of shaft mechanics
Permits the utilization of the full Wheatstone connect
circuit, which has numerous alluring properties for stream
estimation. A few of these properties are self-pay for
temperature what's more, a higher measure Yield flag,
The shaft strain check can be utilized utilizing Silicon
Chip innovation and gives numerous points of interest
over the current traditional strain.
[3]Isao Takahashi et al is discussed about
spherical-article estimating mechanical assembly has first
and second bolster arms and a size indicator. The first
bolster arm has first and second closures. The first end
can be gotten contact with a first bend area of a circular
article to be estimated toward one side of the polar line in
the circular article. The second end can be found
separated from and inverse to a moment bend area of the
round article at the opposite end of the polar line. The
second help arm has a third end which can be gotten
contact with a third bend area of the round article.
[4]Shuuji Hayashida et al conducted a dial measure
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with an improved Structure and diminished in number of
parts and generation costs. In the dial check having a case
10 which is made out of a case body 11, a front case part
21 gave on the front of the case body 11, and a back case
part 31 gave on the back of the case body 11, the case
body 11 and the front case part 21 are combined framed
by utilizing plastic materials.
[5]Dhayanidhi. et al conducted the issues were
happen while driving on knocking street condition. The
prime moto of this paper is to display and break down the
execution of safeguard by changing the wire breadth and
material of the curl spring. The safeguards obligation is to
ingest or disperse vitality. It diminishes the impact of
going over harsh ground, prompting enhanced ride quality
and increment in comfort because of considerably
decreased adequacy of aggravation. At the point when a
vehicle is riding on a level street and the wheels strikes a
knock, at that point the spring packed rapidly.

substance producing), a marker is any of different
instruments used to precisely gauge little separations and
edges, and intensify them to make them more selfevident. The name originates from the idea of showing to
the client that which their stripped eye can't perceive, for
example, the nearness, or correct amount, of some little
separation (for instance, a little tallness distinction
between two level surfaces, a slight absence of
concentricity between two chambers, or other little
physical deviations).
Numerous markers have a dial show, in which a needle
focuses to graduations in a roundabout exhibit around the
dial. Such markers, of which there are a few kinds, are
frequently called dial pointers.

III. BEAM GAUGE
The present creation identifies with new and helpful
improvements in checks for utilize especially on I-pillars,
and so forth., and has for its essential question give, in a
manner as hereinafter put forward, novel means for
speedily scribbling the correct focus of the pillar
web.Another critical question of the development is to
give a measure of the previously mentioned character
which might be promptly balanced for use on light
emissions sizes. Which might be made requiring little to
no effort of a locking thumbscrew empowers the check's
estimating course to be changed rapidly and effortlessly.
It is used in industrial sectors for measuring circular
objects. It is considered as a fundamental measuring
gauge for circular objects. Different lengths of beam
gauges are utilized. Its length is selected according to the
size of circular object to be measured.
IV. COMPONENTS
1. Beam
2. Dial gauge
3. Spring set
4. Fastener
5. Aluminium plate
6. Bronze plate
7. Stylus
1. Beam:
A beam is a structural element that principally
resists loads applied along the side to the pillar's hub. Its
method of redirection is essentially by bending. The heaps
connected to the shaft result in reaction forces at the bar's
help focuses. The aggregate impact of the considerable
number of powers following up on the bar is to
produce shear forces and bending moments within the
shaft, that thus actuate inward anxieties, strains and
diversions of the pillar. Bars are described by their way of
help, profile (state of cross-segment), length, and their
material.
2. Dial gauge:
In different settings of science, innovation, and
assembling, (for example, machining, creating, and added

Fig. 2. DIAL GAUGE
3. Spring set:
A spring is a flexible challenge that stores
mechanical imperatives. Springs are regularly made of
spring steel. There are various spring designs. In
consistent use, the term every now and again implies twist
springs.Right when a customary spring, without
immovability vacillation features, is stuffed or reached
out from its resting position, it applies a negating power
around in respect to its modification long (this estimation
isolates for greater evasion). The rate or spring consistent
of a spring is the change in the power it applies, isolated
by the modification in shirking of the spring.That is, it is
the incline of the power versus shirking twist. An increase
or weight spring's rate is conveyed in units of energy
isolated by evacuate, for example lbf/in or N/m. A torsion
spring is a spring that works by turning; when it is banded
about its center point by a point, it conveys a torque with
respect to the edge. A torsion spring's rate is in units of
torque disengaged by point, for instance, N·m/rad or
ft·lbf/degree. The switch of spring rate is consistence, that
is: if a spring has a rate of 10 N/mm, it has a consistence
of 0.1 mm/N. The immovability (or rate) of springs in
parallel is included substance, much the same as the
consistence of springs in course of action.
4. Fasteners:
A latch is an equipment gadget that mechanically
joins or fastens at least two protests together. By and
large, latches are utilized to make non-changeless joints;
that is, joints that can be expelled or destroyed without
harming the joining segments welding is a case of making
lasting joints. There are three noteworthy steel latches
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utilized as a part of enterprises: stainless steel, carbon
steel, and combination steel. The significant review
utilized as a part of stainless steel latches: 200
arrangement, 300 arrangement, and 400 arrangement
5. Aluminium plate:
Aluminum is a material which is used to produce
diverse parts of checks, cars and different applications. It
is separated in to eight distinct kinds of review. This plate
is used in shaft measure. It is utilized to cover the plans.
6. Bronze plate:
Bronze
is
an alloy consisting essentially
of copper, normally with around 12% tin and Often with
the expansion of different metals, (for example,
aluminum, manganese, nickel or zinc) and at times nonmetal or metalloids such as arsenic, phosphorus or silicon.
These increments deliver a scope of compounds that
might be harder than copper alone, or have other helpful
properties,
for
example,
stiffness, ductility,
or
machinability. Bronze plate is utilized as a part of pillar
check as and direct path for the moving parts.
7. Stylus:
A stylus, plural styli or styluses, is a synthesis
utensil or a little gadget for some other kind of checking
or framing, for example, in earthenware production. It can
moreover be a PC adornment that is used to help with
investigating or giving more precision while using
touchscreens.It as a rule insinuates a thin extended staff,
similar to a forefront ballpoint pen. Various styluses are
strongly grouped to be held more viably. Another by and
large used synthesis mechanical assembly is the stylus
used by trance customers in conjunction with the slate for
punching out the spots in Braille.
Table. 1. BEAM GAUGE SPECIFICATION
INDEX BEAM
TYPE
GAUGE
Range

150-450mm

Number of tubes
Size of the ms square
pipe
Length of thems square
pipe

7810
Thickness 2mm
Width 20mm
500mm

V. PROBLEMS IN BEAM GAUGE:
The normally used beam gauges will not provide
the same reading when different personnel's handle it. The
gauges are costly and it also has a very less life spam, so
industries spend quite some amount in it. They are
difficult to handle continuously due to its weight.
VI. TYPES OF DIAL GAUGE:
1. Balanced reading dial gauge
2. Continuous dial gauge
3. Reversed balanced dial gauge
4. Reversed continuous dial gauge
5. Test dial gauge
6. Plunger dial gauge

7. Lever dial gauge
8. Connection methods.
1. Balanced Reading Dial Indicators:
Adjusted perusing dial pointers are so named for
how data is organized upon the dial's face. Figures are
printed upon the substance of this dial running in two
ways, beginning from a zero in the middle. Frequently,
positive numbers are included to one side of the zero and
negative numbers to one side
.
2. Continuous Dial Indicators:
Ceaselessly numbered dial pointers don't have
the two arrangements of numbers highlighted on adjusted
perusing dial markers. The figures on this sort of dial
markers keep running one way without halting and with
no kind of a partition.
3. Reversed Balanced Dial Indicators:
Reversed adjusted dial markers are named in
light of the fact that they have similar essential positive
and negative scales to each side of a zero, however the
positive numbers are to one side and the negative are to
one side.
4. Reversed Continuous Dial Indicators:
Reversed consistent, or counter-clockwise, dial
pointers are the same as ceaseless dial markers aside from
that the numbers keep running the other way.
5. Test Dial Indicators:
Test dial pointers look an awesome arrangement
like a watch, aside from with a needle to the other side.
They are totally flexible and can be aligned to gauge any
sort of apparatus for which they are required.
6. Plunger Dial Indicators:
Plunger dial markers likewise have a clock-like
face however are described by the plungers mounted on
one of their sides. They come in both mechanical and
electronic outlines. One regular use for plunger dial
pointers is to quantify crafted by infusion forming
machines. The system which enables this kind of dial
marker to work is a rack and pinion, which changes the
direct push of the plunger into turning movement for the
dial.
7. Lever Dial Indicators:
Lever write dial markers are portrayed by their
lever and parchment instruments, which make the stylus
move. This kind of dial markers are more conservative
and less demanding to use than plunger-type dial pointers
and are thusly regularly utilized.
8. Connection Methods:
Dial markers can likewise be separated by the
manner by which they interface with the machine they are
estimating. The most well-known manners by which a
dial pointer associates is with the utilization of a C-brace
or a swivel clasp. A swivel brace can likewise be utilized
as a part of conjunction with a swivel post.
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Formula used:
Least count of dial gauge
1 rotation (or) no of divisions made on main scale
=
No of division moved on dial scale
=
1/100 = 0.01mm.
Least count of calibration tester
Distance moved on main scale
=
No of divisions on micro meter disc rotations
=
0.5/500
=
0.001mm.
Actual disc reading =micrometer disc reading +
instrumented error
Error = actual reading - instrumental reading
error
% error =
x 100
Actual reading
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Table. 2. MATERIAL COMPARISON
PROPERTIES

STAINLESS
STEEL

MILD
STEEL

Density

8.06mg/cc

7.87g/cc

Tensile strength

620Mpa

440Mpa

Shear modulus

81.0Gpa

80.0Gpa

Poisson’s ratio

0.275

0.290

Young’s
modulus

203Gpa

205Gpa

Thermal
conductivity

17w/m.k

37.5w/m.k

VII. RESULT AND DISCUSSION:
The weight of the beam gauge that we have
designed is considered to be much lesser than the
normally available beam gauge due to the alternate
materials that we have used. Due to the weight reduction
the continuous handling of the gauge has improved. The
initial cost of the gauge that we have designed is
comparatively lesser than the available gauge. We have
analysed and used different materials.
VIII. CONCLUSION:
The weight of the beam gauge has been reduced
by using different alternative materials. As the weight has
been reduced continuous handling of the gauge is much
easier. The cost the materials is low leading to lesser
initial cost.
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